CLUES-QUIZ: THE FAKE QUIZ SHOW #2: NASA's Moon Hoaxes

The prizes are not real, everyone’s a winner, and everyone is encouraged to do their own research on all topics, anyway — the hosts do not guarantee facts are factual, information is informational. Relax from the pressure to believe anything, especially what you are told, and have some fun with Ab, Simon and Hoi! 

3 contestants answer 11 mysterious multiple-choice questions in the CluesQuiz

Contestants get 3 questions each.
Then, the 10th question is given to the contestant with the least points
The 11th is the magic question, which basically means it's a trick 

On a turn, the contestant can do whatever they need to do to answer, including call a friend, use the Internet, speculate, make something up, ask the hosts for a hint or whatever. If contestants are unsure, they can always choose the answer “The premise of the question is false” for 1 pt. Other correct answers receive 2 pts. This week's prizes are:

1st Prize: A rocket with three settings, modeled after the one owned by Julian Assange
2nd Prize: A Ukrainian airspace joyride on Air Force One hosted by President Obama 
3rd Prize: Hand-crafted H-O scale miniature of the Kursk signed by Vladimir Putin (limited to an edition of 33)

---

(Let's start by introducing contestants. We could ask them how they stumbled upon this web site and how they chose their handle or user name.)

---

Q1:  On October 1, 1958, Keith Glennan was the man selected to serve as the first ever Chief Administrator of NASA - the US government agency widely perceived today as mankind’s *top* scientific enterprise. Before holding this position, what had been Mr. Glennan’s previous professional credentials? 

A: Director of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
B: Director of the National Research of Astronomy and Geophysics
C: Studio manager of Paramount Pictures and the Samuel Goldwyn Studios
D: The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: C

If you think about it, it makes perfect sense that NASA needed a man with a background in the movie industry. The technology to put “men on the moon” was already well-known and tested in Hollywood.


Q2: In which lunographic (as opposed to “geographic”) area of the moon was Apollo 11 reported to have landed ?

A-  The Sea of Tranquility 
B-  The Plain of Stupidity
C-  The Ocean of Storms
D. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: A 

The Ocean of Storms is where the next alleged mission, “Apollo 12”, supposedly landed. Evidently, NASA felt that their follow-up hoax sequel needed some spicing up - with a more alarming-sounding landing site...   
The “Plain of Stupidity” is a yet to-be-renamed earthly location somewhere around Houston, Texas.


Q3: On July 15, 1969, (the day before the alleged “Apollo11 launch”) president Nixon’s advisor and special arts consultant Leonard Garment was attending the Moscow International Film Festival. Which of the following 1969 movies was the American entry screened in Moscow that day?

A: Easy Rider
B. Take the money and run
C: Hello, Dolly!
D. 2001 – A Space Odyssey 
E: Bambi meets Godzilla
F. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: D

As the story goes (as reported on July 16 in the Italian press) Soviet officials prohibited Nixon’s advisor from addressing the audience of the Moscow Film Festival. The censored speech (translated from Italian) went a bit like this : “In this historical moment of mankind’s history - when goodwill between the nations of this world is of utmost importance - few methods can enhance this goodwill better than artistic enterprises.”




Q4: What was the (ultimately scrapped) top-secret plan developed by NASA named “Project A119” — a plan so secret that it was declassified and revealed only in the year 2000, shortly before the 9/11 scam?

A- A plan to make emergency calls to Houston possible (for disoriented asstronots who might find themselves floating upside-down.)
B- A plan to use a LASER beam to bounce “1 – 1 – 9” in binary off the lunar reflectors (allegedly placed on the moon by Apollo 11) to see if the signal would get mirrored back to Earth in reverse. 
C- A plan to bomb the moon with a nuclear warhead – in order to boost the morale of the American people.
D. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: C

Project A119 was a 1958 NASA plan to nuke the moon, in the hope that their Soviet rivals would be intimidated by a display of America’s Cold War muscle. Working on the project were NASA assets Leonard Reiffel and Carl Sagan. The main objective of the program ( initially proposed by the United States Air Force) was to cause a nuclear explosion that would be visible from Earth. It was hoped that such a display would boost the morale of the American people.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_A119  



Q5: The official, so-called “ESCAPE VELOCITY” is claimed by NASA to be 11km-per-second. We are told this is the speed required for an object to escape our gravity and atmosphere – and thus keep orbiting indefinitely around Earth – with no more fuel needed. Who first came up with the 11km/s figure?

A: German rocket scientist and occultist Wernher Von Braun
B: Soviet rocket scientist Tsiolkovsky
C: French science-fiction writer Jules Verne
D: British alchemist Isaac Newton
E. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: C

To be precise, in his famous sci-fi novel “From the Earth to the Moon” (written in 1865 !), Jules Verne actually wrote that the required escape velocity was “12.000 yards per second”. However, a simple yards-to-meters conversion computes this figure to pretty much exactly 11.000 m/s – or, of course, 11km/s.  


Q6: MULTIPLE CORRECT ANSWERS, GET A POINT FOR EACH!

In NASA footage depicting so-called EVAs (or Extra Vehicular Activities), bubbles are too often clearly seen exiting the asstronots’ visors and spacesuits – ascending vertically & upwards. This ‘phenomenon’ greatly puzzles serious NASA researchers, due to which of the following reasons:

A: There is no “up” or “down” in space
B: There is no water in space
C: There is no air in space
D: There are no bubbles in space
E: The bubbles should be falling downwards - towards Earth! 
F. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answers: A: B; C; D  (and F)



Q7: NASA pride themselves for those technological advancements their space research brings to the common man – so as to improve the quality of our earthly lives. Which (one) of these life-changing inventions does NASA NOT take credit for? http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?p=2388558#p2388558  

A- Portable vacuum cleaners
B- Remotely controlled ovens
C- Enriched baby food
D- Velcro
E- “Space Dots” a kind of freeze-dried ice cream
F. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer:  D

Note:  it is commonly believed that Velcro and Teflon are NASA inventions. They are not: Velcro is a Swiss invention from 1940 – and Teflon is a DuPont invention from 1938 – both long before NASA was born.



Q8: We know that the so-called “Saturn” rockets of the Apollo missions were, reputedly, 111 meters tall (or about 365 feet). This means that one can easily calculate the initial average speed of those rockets – as shown on TV. What is the apparent average speed of the Saturn’s first 111 meters of flight?

A: 65mph
B: 45mph
C: 35mph
D: 25mph
E. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: D

In fact, it takes about 9 seconds for the Saturn rockets (seen taking off on TV) to travel the distance of their own height – which computes to an average speed of approx 25mph. This is slightly faster than Usain Bolt’s average speed (23.5mph) when he set his 100m Olympic record — Human beating machine for starting horsepower!  





Q9: As we all know, NASA is gradually phasing out its increasingly clumsy and spaced-out hoaxing operations – and have started outsourcing them to more manageable, private entities. In fact, it is looking like NASA’s entire scam factory will soon be run by one single, upstart-millionaire whiz-kid of Jewish descent. What is the name of this remarkable individual?    

A. Lone Skum
B. Neo Klums
C. Elon Musk
D. Sum Klone
E. The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: C

Elon is a busy man indeed. Apart from ‘sexing up’ the phony space industry with his “Space X” company (for which he claims to be its “Chief Designer”), he runs the Tesla Electric Car company – and a host of other businesses. He was recently threatened by a lawsuit from the Ford car company - for planning to call his third Tesla car “Model E”. By the way, his other two Tesla models are named “Model S” and Model X”.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvWDBnhe588 


Q10: MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTION. Contestant must answer all correct letters and no incorrect letters.

When an oxygen tank dramatically exploded on Apollo 13 - according to the tall tale told by NASA -  what was the major worry officially expressed by various NASA experts? 

A. That the three asstronots on board would roast like pork chops.
B.  That the three asstronots on board would freeze to death.
C.  That the three asstronots would be bored to death.
D.  That the five asstronots on board had eaten two of the other asstronots.
E.  The premise of the question is false.

Correct answers: A,B and E

In fact, different NASA experts and veteran asstronots are on record stating two diametrically opposed versions of what was feared would happen to the poor, ‘shipwrecked’ asstronots on board of “Apollo 13”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzTXYkOZmtA  They would either heat up like a falling satellite spying on nude beaches on Corsica, or freeze-dry like NASA's space dots ice cream. Which is it NASA?


Q11:  THE MAGIC QUESTION — Each contestant takes turns answering the question using the inflection of a mainstream News Anchor.

A tiny Internet website by the name of “Cluesforum.info” advocates the elimination of NASA - and all other global scams - from the face of this planet. How does the Norwegian mainstream media represent its journalistic opinion of Cluesforum members?

A.  Cluesforum members ought to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
B.  Cluesforum members make some good points. Let’s hear them out.
C.  Cluesforum members are similar to the mass-murderer / terrorist Anders Behring Breivik.
D.  The premise of the question is false.

Correct answer: C

NEXT: NUKE QUIZ!

